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Dear Mr. Robert Yusnanto,

We have received requests from the corresponding author to resend this email. I hope this email is well
received.

Kind regards,
TICASH 2021: Psychology Manuscript Manager

-MS-

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: <ticash-psychology@untar.ac.id>
Date: Thu, Jul 29, 2021 at 5:18 PM
Subject: TICASH 2021: Psychology Notification - LOA, Review, Instruction for Revision and
Registration [Ref. Number: TICASH-PSY-41]
To: <anizar.rahayu@upi-yai.ac.id>

Dear Dr. Anizar Rahayu, M.Si, Psikolog,

We are pleased to inform you that your paper is accepted for presentation at Tarumanagara
International Conference on the Applications of Social Sciences and Humanities (TICASH) 2021,
that will be held on August 5-6, 2021.

There are a few things that requires your attention: (a) Paper Revision and (b) Registration.

I. Final Paper (Revision)

The evaluation result from Technical Committee and Reviewers are attached along with letter of
acceptance. Please revise your paper according to the feedback. You are also advised to follow
the strict guidelines on paper template and IEEE referencing style.

As your full paper will be published in conference proceeding by Atlantis Press, there will be
additional review conducted by the publisher, therefore we encourage that you follow the strict
guidelines provided in the website (Special reminder: please follow IEEE referencing style).

mailto:ticash-psychology@untar.ac.id
mailto:anizar.rahayu@upi-yai.ac.id


Please note that you also need to do a proofreading prior to submission and make sure that
similarity with other papers should be no more than 15% (Similarity Index ≤15%) in order to
avoid rejection.
Publication decision will be on the publisher.

You must submit your revised manuscript as soon as possible in Microsoft Office Document 97-
2003 (doc) to this link: http://bit.ly/TICASH2021_PSY_Rev (Revision deadline: August 20, 2021).

The number of pages is limited to 6, including references. Authors may buy additional pages
with additional fee USD 20/page or IDR 250,000/page.

II. Conference Registration

Conference registration (author/full) is mandatory to have the paper included in conference
program and complete the payment. Registration will be closed at August 3, 2021. You are
eligible to complete the payment before submitting the revision.

Instruction for registration: Send your Reference Number, filled registration form
(https://bit.ly/TICASH2021_RegForm), and transfer receipt to ticash@untar.ac.id.

Important: If the first author is a student, please attached your Students ID to received Student's
Price.

Further updated information will be published on our website (http://ticash.untar.ac.id). If you
have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you.

Kind regards,
TICASH 2021: Psychology

--ms--
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Jakarta, 7/29/2021
No. : 031-TIM/3440/UNTAR/VI/2021

FULL PAPER ACCEPTANCE NOTIFICATION

Reference Number : TICASH-PSY-41
Title : APPLICATION OF LEARNING VIDEO BASED ON VISUAL, AUDITORY,

AND KINESTHETIC LEARNING STYLES TO INCREASE
THERMODYNAMICS LEARNING MOTIVATION AT GRADE XI IN HIGH
SCHOOL

Author(s) : Robert Yusnanto (Faculty of Psychology, Universitas Persada Indonesia YAI.),
Anizar Rahayu (Faculty of Psychology, Universitas Persada Indonesia YAI.)

Dear Sir/Madam,

Thank you for your paper submission to Tarumanagara International Conference on the Applications of
Social Sciences and Humanities (TICASH) 2021. I am pleased to inform you that your paper has been
Accepted with major revisions by the Reviewer Committee for presentation. Hence, please revise your
manuscript according to the template given.

It will be appreciated if you put your Reference Number and your name as file name (e.g.
TICASH-PSY-41_Dr. Anizar Rahayu, M.Si, Psikolog).

You need to submit the revised paper in Microsoft Office Document 97-2003 file format (doc) to the
TICASH 2021 committee (https://bit.ly/TICASH2021Psy_Revision) (Revision deadline: August 20,
2021) to avoid unnecessary delay.

Conference registration is mandatory to have the paper included in the conference program and
proceedings. Please complete your registration before August 3, 2021 for the regular registration
deadline. You are eligible to complete the payment before submitting the revision.

All papers presented in TICASH 2021 will be submitted to Atlantis Press, and if necessary Atlantis Press
might request further revision on your paper. Papers rejected by Atlantis Press can be submitted to Jurnal
Muara Ilmu Sosial, Humaniora, dan Seni (JMISHS - Sinta-4).

Further updated information will be published in our website (http://ticash.untar.ac.id)

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerely,
Dr. Hugeng S.T., M.T. (SMIEEE)
Chairman
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TICASH 2021
PEER-REVIEW FORM

Reference Number : TICASH-PSY-41
Title : APPLICATION OF LEARNING VIDEO BASED ON VISUAL,

AUDITORY, AND KINESTHETIC LEARNING STYLES TO INCREASE
THERMODYNAMICS LEARNING MOTIVATION AT GRADE XI IN
HIGH SCHOOL

PART I. Format and Template
In this section, each aspect is assessed using three categories (a) inadequate, (b) adjustment needed, and
(c) adequate.

1. TurnitIn Similarity Index (%) : 4
2. TurnitIn Similarity Index (Category) : Adequate(≤ 15%)
3. Participant’s confidentiality : Adequate
4. Accordance with the template : Adjustment required
5. IEEE referencing style : Inadequate
6. Citation-References consistency : Inadequate
7. Number of references : Adequate

PART II. Quality of the Paper
In this section, each aspect is assessed using three categories (a) inadequate, (b) fair, and (c) adequate.

Aspects Reviewer 1 Reviewer 2

Novelty: How would you rate the novelty of this paper? Fair Adequate

Significance of the Topic: How would you rate the
significant contribution of this paper? Fair Adequate

Technical Quality: How would you rate the technical
quality of this paper? Fair Adequate

Presentation: How would you rate the readability and
organization of this paper? Fair Adequate

Literature: How would you rate the adequacy of the
literature review in this paper? Fair Fair

Overall Rating: Do you recommend the acceptance of this
paper to be published in TICASH 2021 Proceeding? Fair Adequate
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PART III. Comments about the Paper from Reviewers
Reviewer 1:
(1) The paper needs to be written in IEEE style, not in APA style. (2) Some references will be better
if replaced by the international references, for example for definition of learning motivation, and
the variable that contributes to learning motivation. (3) Explanation about participants will be
better to be moved to Methods parts rather than Result. (4) In the title there is "thermodynamic
learning" but in the Introduction there is no explanation about "thermodynamic learning", why
the thermodynamic learning need to be expose in the title.

Reviewer 2:
please check the citation style. SHould be the IEEE style

Review on paper (if any):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1L8fczId5S42wRa4InxaA7TF1mcAISeVs/view?usp=sharing

PART IV. Recommendation from Reviewers
Recommendation: Accepted with major revisions

Date: 7/29/2021


